
The 7 o’clock Club with Angela Davenport

ENDING YOUR DAY REVIEW. RELEASE. REFINE.

REVIEW YOUR DAY

1. How did you spend your time? List out and include non work time.

2. You’re good at some things and learning to be good at others. What did you do well
today?

3. What are you proud of? Note why. It may or may not be in the list above.

4. What was the highlight of your day? A moment of joy? That made you smile?
Every day has a moment of sweetness that makes our soul sing - if we notice it.

5. What do you want to keep doing / do more of?

6. What could have been better / didn’t work so well today?

7. What do you want to do differently in future?

8. What are you grateful for?

REFINE
From this place of reflection, identify your ONE main priority for work tomorrow. Make it
doable.

TOMORROW’S WORK WIN:
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REVIEW YOUR SELF CARE

This is about noticing what is happening daily so you can make informed choices based on
your own data: Out of 10. 1 = poor 10 = well.

How well did you move your body?

How well did you enjoy outside time? Fresh air? Connecting to nature?

How well did you connect with others?

How well did you hydrate yourself? Tip: coffee and alcohol will dehydrate you.

How well did you nourish yourself with food?

What are your 2-3 self care areas for the month? After reflecting here has anything else
become more critical? If not, stick with your focus and use your list from the self care
workshop to identify nourishing priorities.

REFINE
From this place of reflection, identify your ONE main priority for self care this evening and
one for tomorrow. Make it doable.

THIS EVENING'S SELF CARE WIN:

TOMORROW’S SELF CARE WIN:
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REVIEW YOUR PERSONAL PRIORITY

Reconnect with the priority you identified in the workshop. Or choose something that you
want to move forwards with at this moment in your life.

What would you realistically like this area of your life to look like by the end of the month?

What will it mean for your life for you to achieve this?

What was your last step forwards on your personal priority?

What can you give yourself credit for?

What are you grateful for?

What needs to happen next?

REFINE
You can’t do it all at once. So from this place of reflection, identify your next step forward with
this area of your life. Make it doable.

TOMORROW’S PERSONAL WIN:
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PLAN

We overestimate what we can do in a day and underestimate what we can do in a year.

Overwhelming ourselves with a huge to do list can keep us stuck and feeling anxious. It
doesn’t have to feel like that. Our planning here in the club is about choosing achievable
wins that matter - small steps that will move your life forwards - and avoiding shoulds!

Schedule your priorities for tomorrow. Don’t let your schedule be your priority...

YOUR SELF CARE WIN :
When will you do it?
What do you need to do to prepare?
Is there any support you would like? Who could you ask? NB asking for help is generous.

YOUR WORK WIN:
When will you do it?
What do you need to do to prepare?
Is there any support you would like? Who could you ask? NB asking for help is generous.

YOUR PERSONAL WIN:
When will you do it?
What do you need to do to prepare?
Is there any support you would like? Who could you ask? NB asking for help is generous.

Now take a deep breath. Your day is done. Tomorrow is taken care of.

Focus on your self care win for this evening and enjoy a deeply restful night.


